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ITM Video Teller
Hosting
& Interactive Teller
Implementation
Program

Introduction
We are stronger together. We are more than the sum of our parts and when we
collaborate with partners who specialize in what we don’t, we can take advantage of
experience and resources that would take years to gain. When analyzing the return on
investment for video tellers, we need to look deeper at the true impact of what adding
new systems does to our bottom line, our resources, our staff expertise and our ability
to secure these systems to decide if outsourcing, or hosting, is the right path forward.

In recent years, the speed of which technology and cybercrime has advanced, has
driven the decision to transition our systems and databases to the cloud. Systems and
data that are managed in the cloud are now accepted as reliable, stable and more
secure than ever. We make use of faster networks and take advantage of the lower
complexity to make critical tasks such as disaster recovery, an automated process.
What used to take an entire department of specialized staff, who struggled to maintain
critical systems and data is now handled by vast datacenters with cutting-edge security
and encryption. Internal IT personnel have moved away from a managing and
engineering role to become vendor managers and cloud enablers. This shift has
prompted changes in our solution offerings as well, and we are proud to introduce a
complete ITM Hosting program to implement and manage NCR’s Interactive Teller
system.

The Complete Solution
Shields has co-developed an ITM implementation and training solution which is broken
into modules, taking you from a basic introduction all the way through “go-live”.
Training, best practices, and regular project meetings take all the guesswork out of
starting an Interactive Teller program. With a low startup cost, flexible terms and
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predictable annual maintenance, our ROI calculators and proposals disclose everything
that is needed to “turn on” the ITMs that you have invested in.

Shields has included everything. We install, set up, maintain
and monitor the terminals. We remotely repair, patch and
secure them. We implement much of the back-end systems,
freeing you from purchasing, installing and maintaining
specialized servers and the NCR enterprise software for
both Interactive Teller and Check Imaging.

Best in Class Hosting
Shields Business Solutions has evolved to offer several of our software solutions in a
cloud-hosted environment, even before the major hardware manufactures. Just like we
have done with our award-winning hardware partners, we have selected companies
who can deliver the finest cloud hosting services in the industry, ensuring easy
implementations and maximum uptime. The solutions we deploy are multi-faceted and
we understand video teller will become critical to business operations. That is why our
services come with a one-hour response for problem troubleshooting and due to the
multiple vendors which may be involved, we make it common practice to work hand in
hand with third parties to reach solutions quickly, limiting your involvement while
protecting your time.

What You Can Expect
The process of implementing video tellers is complex, but we have broken the process
down into manageable tasks which will be guided by professional project managers. We
assist your IT folks with setting up call center video teller stations and guide you
through establishing network connectivity to the data center and ITMs. Comprehensive
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training and best practices will be shared so you have the building blocks to make them
your own and can be tailored to your unique environment. Using this proven method,
the speed of an implementation is greatly increased, confusion eliminated, and projects
are typically completed in 90-days.

“Protecting Your Cash…
ITM Hosting / Implementation Program
Program Modules
Hosting Introduction

Kick off the project with General Overview and Q&A

System Requirements

Technical Review with Customer Responsibilities

Concierge and User Support

How the Shields / CGS team will support you!

Consumer Messaging

Getting the script right is critical for adoption. Plan and Practice

Hiring Video Tellers

Tips and Best Practices for hiring and training video tellers

Marketing

Let them know they have options!

Regular Implementation Calls

Plan on meeting every week (or every other week)

Video Teller Station Setup

Assistance/Guidance with setting up teller video stations

Video Teller Best Practices

We share our 10 years’ experience with you

Solution Testing

Fully test the system for quality and stability

Training

Training sessions for staff and associated departments

Go Live / Beta Testing /
Refinement

Get fully tested and ready for Go-Live. Handle limited, live
transactions while you build up to capacity

…and Your Future”
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Contact
Name: Dan Renner
Title: VP Branch Transformation Solutions
Shields Business Solutions
Moorestown, NJ
Email: DRenner@SBSATM.com
(717) 870 - 4864
www.ShieldsBusinessSolutions.com
Or:
Info@sbsatm.com
1-856-727-0227
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